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The Japanese lore holds that sitting on a
certain rock bestows permanent youth.
The Seasoned Mind’s stories and art seek to
entertain, stimulate and so rejuvenate its readers.
This number’s theme–
“My proudest achievement”

“Escape to the Chateau”by Vlasta Diamant
As quixotic as the birth of my books & art-work may have been–(Applebite.works), the sto-ry of the restoration of a 19c. chateau fascinates
one by the risk, complexity, commitment and the
sheer physical effort invested in it.

seem to echo “Rapunzel, Rapunzel,”
except that the 19c. Count Baglione
[balyone] built this jewel for his wife
as a token of love–not imprisonment.
Among the suite of French chateaus, not a famous one, yet an imposing presence, the sleeping beauty
slumbering forlorn, until discovered
by this pair of romantic realists. The
English couple signed the papers and
held the key to a castle, for what in

Dick and Angel

Snuggly seated in their re-

stored, antique sofa, in their reinvented Chateau, Dick and Angel
Strawbridge, a UK couple, reminisce in the new TV episodes of the
“Escape to the Chateau” series (July
2019) about their past six-year saga.
It began in 2014, when searching the French countryside for a derelict castle on sale, they beheld
Chateau de la Motte Husson–a
mouthful, but what a sight; a fairytale castle with towers, a moat, an
iron gate at the moat bridge in a
dream of a landscape. The towers

Chateau and the expanse of the property

London would buy a modern, twobedroom aparment.
Beside the seeming bargain, the
expanse and the nature on the property greatly enhanced the enchantment. Dick was eager to start the
walled-in garden and to populate
some of the six outbuildings with
animals. Angel visualized her wedding-hosting enterprise playing out
in the restored suites.
As the first part of the couple’s
dream became reality, next the reality of the castle’s forty years uninhabited neglect set in.

“Once upon a time” in the 21st c.
continued on p.2
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“Escape to the Chateau,” Editor’s Note

Dear Readers,
This SM number contains a single article with photos.
As a DIY* devotee and a practitioner myself, the story of Dick and
Angel appealed to me. I watched
how in a less than a year with superhuman effort, they created a stylish
suite and successfully started their
wedding hosting enterprise. In five
years they restored and revived the
castle to an unprecedented level. Instead of coaches in front of the outbuildings, now park delivery cars
with foods, drinks and flowers.
Once a month a tourist bus delivers
a wedding party. D&A run a hospitality business on a controlled level,
so that hosts themselves can enjoy
the parties.
Meanwhile the Chateau stands
tall and austere like a nun. In 1868
Count Baglione had a romantic notion to build a structure with towers
like medieval lady’s headgear. Stone
pillars and an iron gate follow noble
palaces’ example. And the lacy stone
staircase climbing to the Chateau’s
door reminds of royal entrances. But
stepping inside, the floor is laid out
in a big flower parquetry, creating an
elegant house atmosphere, not a palatial marble coldness. Every detail
gives off elegant simplicity.
It’s no wonder, Dick and Angel
Strawbridge were taken by the building inside out. It was love at first
sight.
The Count B. in his 19th c. Beyond must be happy that his beloved
castle is well taken care of.

Chateau, the moat, the gate, the garden
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What is special about D&A’s
hosting? First of all–the hosts themselves. Dick & Angel are charismatic TV personalities, with warmth,
vitality and style.
Dick is a renaissance man: an
engineer, a gourmet and a trained
chef. At the party, he literally changes “hats” from a chef to a maitre d’
ceremony announcing: ”I now pronounce you husband and wife,” or
“husband and husband,” as the case
Dick &
may be.
Angel with her arts &crafts background and the love of beauty, designs the whole event. While Dick
creates choicy menus, she decorates
the venue with flowers and accessories. Her touch carries a uniquely
festive, artistic/nature look.The combination of hosts’ personalities, deliAngel
cious food and artfully outfitted
Chateau, uncorks bottles and spirits
of every party–worthy of the once in
Acknowledgement
a lifetime event memory.
Thanking David Chapple for perusing the
text with me, I realize, I share a feature
with the acclaimed British novelist, Zadie
Smith–i.e. long sentences.
*DIY–acronym for “Do it yourself”
V. Diamant

continued on p.3
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Dick and Angel in action
It was a frosty January on the
Chateau grounds, when the intrepid
couple set to work inside the stone
house wihout heating, hot water,
plumbing or electricity–all the priorities to be installed before they could
move in with two small children. In
those first episodes, Angel walks inside the house in a long black coat
with a fur collar, enfolding in her
coat’s embrace, bundled up the six
months old Dorothy.
No time for small-hearted headscratching. Dick is a capable engineer
who methodically plans his work,
while Angel in her mind transforms
the molding rooms into splendid
suites for her enterprise. As a former
patisserie owner and with her creativity, her interior design flair, she is
fit for the challenge; so is Dick for
the building-repairing part of this
“massive” (Dick’s words) job.
As the episodes of their work progressed, we followed the installments
steeped in their story.
It must be a great satisfaction for
a builder to know what his house is
made of. Dick knows, his castle is
solid stone walls, he had torn down
some of them.

Dick planning

Angel beamed pure admiration:
“He can do anything.” Dick in turn
admires Angel’s tenacity, her drive
for perfection. (Sometimes it gets
to him–”She’s never satisfied.”)
Obviously, mutual respect and
deep affection (”I love her to pieces” mumbled into his beard) bonded this partnership. But they

which she hunted for furniture for
the Chateau’s interiors. But she also discovered treasures in its attic.
Out of a dusty old chest, Angel
pulled a treasure of well-preserved
19.c. wall-paper rolls with appealing patterns. She cut them up in big
lozenges, glued them adjoining
different patterns and a part of the
staircase wall got covered in a unique wallpaper that could not be
bought anywhere, and fits the Chateau’s character.
Similarly, Angel decoupaged
guests’ bathroom door with 19.c.
newspapers. Welcome visitors, to
the latest news!

Dick at work, sparks fly

Angel discovering and creating

whether indoors or outdoors

don’t gloss over having differencies.
On occasion, Dick quipped: “…if
we don’t kill each other…” it must
have been after a heavy collision,
but they lived to tell.
Angel loves everything vintage,
to use or repurpose what others
have discarded. So open-air antiques market is a wonderland, in

Drilling a hole for a three-tier dessert tray

continued on p.4
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“Escape to the Chateau,” continued
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The Chateau- & the Glamp-Dome Suites

b

a
b
c
d
e

a

Angel’s most beloved suite–”Potagerie”
Glamp’s amenities & a hot-tub under the clouds
Tip-toeing out to the grill & the amenities
Cozy camping inside the Glamp-dome,
and hopping onto so many-cushion bed

c

Another part of the staircase wall
Angel covered with a swarm of dried
butterflies, pinning them as if alightning on that spot. That’s poetry in
action.
And she didn’t stop at transform-ing the Chateau. Angel‘s expansive
imagination moved on outside to the
moat, to watch the stars from a small
floating dome. That lead to erecting
a second, much bigger, “glamp-dome”
–a glamorous camping facility on the
firm ground.
A complete unit, it includes the
amenities outside. Tiptoes away, over
the white tile lozenges, there is a grill,
a kitchen, a bathroom and for a warm
soak under the stars–a hot-tub. Everything one “needs” for a luxurious
al-fresco camping! Inside the dome
awaits Angel’s cosy, rustic luxury.

d

e
continued on p.5

continued on p.5
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“Escape to the Chateau,” continued
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The walled-in garden & the greenhouse

Planning the garden

The white-tiled path from the Glamp-dome (on the left) to the
The gar The
walled-in
b
amenities.
round hot-tub
in the farther eceeding
corner. the first one,
on its side– white-tiled Glamp-dome amenites

The harvest bounty

A family picnic in front of the greenhouse

Dick found a respite from the
back-breaking building, in working
his garden. A sophisticated countryboy (opposite Angel, a sworn citygirl), he planned his garden first on
a board: where to plant what–for the
best or longest sun exposure, e.g.
vegetables vs. fruit-trees. He also
built a greenhouse to his country-

heart’s desire. “It is all good” he
mumbled munching on the greenhouse lettuce leaf.
. Angel, against
her prediction, bowed down to the
soil and gathered flowers as a reward. Flowers inspire her, whether
freshly cut in a vase or dried up for
a wall-paper motive (p.6)–a tender
gift for Dick.

Angel’s great love–flowers

Thus flowers, like everything
else at the Chateau, start a cycle of
creativity. It’s a pleasure to watch
how things fit an integrated purpose. Dick and Angel exercise their
vision, their long-sighted plan for
fully using their resources, while caring for and improving their environment.
continued on p.6
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“Escape to the Chateau,” continued
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Orangerie & the first breakfast

a
The first dance at the Orangerie

The Orangerie and the wisteria entrance

Dick & Angel’s own–the first wedding at the Chateau

“The meadow wallpaper”–Angel’s present to Dick
The family wedding breakfast

The most charming and immediately functional outbuilding sits over
the moat-bridge within the Chateau’s view–the Orangerie. Its wide
arching windows and the lush wisteria entrance announce its cheerful
original purpose–entertainment.
It is a perfect space for wedding
breakfasts, set with personally embroidered napkins with guests’ initials as party favors. Angel’s personal

touch, her signature, carries on
throughout the event and is probably, what distinguishes this
Chateau from similar establishments.
In the evening, dancing and
lively entertainment continues into
the night, distant enough from the
Chateau, not to disturb its dignified slumber.

Angel’s table setting

continued on p.7
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“Escape to the Chateau,” continued
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A Childhood in a Chateau
As the pictures show, parents involve children in all the appropriate
activities in the Chateau life, building
their self-confidence & the familiarity
with their environment.

A childhood, a dream

Dorothy, sweet

Arthur:”Uhhhm! “

But we may ask, what is growing up in a chateau like in a child’s
eyes? I imagine Dorothy writing a
“My Home” composition: “I wasn’t
born in a chateau, but ever since

six months old, I grew up in one…
It’s home, like the chickens, the rhubarb, the moat and the trees behind
it… like Mama’s lap. Doesn’t everybody live in a chateau?”

Watching
Watching the
the nighttime
nighttime animals
animals visiting
visiting the
the grounds
grounds

Dick building a boat with his trusty builder Steve

Cutting out Dodo’s flag
continued on p.8
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“Escape to the Chateau,” continued
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A Childhood in a Chateau II
But none of it could have happened, were it not for Angel’s parents, Jenny and Steve, resettling from
UK to help with the children. A comfortable apartment was built for them
in the closest outside building.

While grandparents took good
care of children, Dick & Angel were
free to restore the Chateau and host
the weddings. As a part of their family life, the parents guide children’s
upbringing in the potentially danger-

The “Guy Fawkes”-bonfire and the Grandparents from UK

ous environment. They build children’s self-confidence and self-reliance for their best protection. Ah,
the blessings of a mature parenting,
having a worry-free work-time and a
complete family life–all in one.

A lesson at water’s edge, Arthur guards his sister

Dad’s & Granddad’s Steve nurturing laps

All watercans to the greenhouse!

All boots to the boot-room with a carpet, vintage
cinema seats and Dick’s creative boot-rack on the wall!

Dodo ‘s launching fanfare
continued on p.9
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“Escape to the Chateau,” continued
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Projects Unlimited

Reviewing, Dick and Angel’s pro- fixed the van’s motor, so it could

jects fall into two merging, equal categories: the business oriented and the
site restorative–to create a family
home. Starting the wedding-hosting
business was paramount, as was making the house livable. In this mix,
there were indoor and outdoor projects.
Angel created an outdoor one, when
urging Dick to purchase a non-runing
van and converting it into a bar–the
”Van d’vin.” It took recruiting UK
friends and hard labor, but Angel’s
audacious idea proved its worth. Dick

Van d’vin’s side at the Chateau’s left turret

In this remarkable saga of two
strong personalities, it is interesting
to note how they intertwine, influence and change each other. To begin
with, their main qualities ideally complement each other: Dick with his
technical and hands-on expertise in
building, creates the world of objects
and spaces. Angel in her infintely creative “vintage” style arranges objects
and fills the spaces. Both of them are
realists, yet with imagination and visions of possibilities, while fully appreciating the cultural heritage of the

be moved. The interior was gutted,
a side opened up like on a foodtruck–Dick built shelves and a
frige-box. The bar was operational.
Angel ordered crates of drinks. She
doesn’t like to run out of anything.
So when the wedding party bus arrived an hour earlier, the Van d’vin
opened its wing, the drinks poured,
and the party took off “swimmingly.”
An indoor “floor-droppng” job
was the installation of a “lift” in the
right turret. The space was to be

filled with a transparent tube, housing a one-person cabin.The preparations for it had to be exact to a
“t.” Dick and his builder Steve
ripped out two levels of flooring
and much more. When the technicians came to install the tube, it
fitted perfectly in the space. Angel
entered the cabin grinning. She was
grinning at the ride and the family’s portraits painted on the walls
of this, now–Tower of Curiosities.
Anybody inside it, is grinning for
“skipping” two flights of stairs.

The gate’s stone pilar capitals & Van d’vin-bar (closed) at the Chateau

Chateau, whose caretakers they have
become. We marvel at how much
they have achieved in 5 years: among
the first feat–they created a kitchen
for the family use, but also as a classy
functional chef Dick’s space when
creating food at the events. They remodeled and turned rooms into wedding suites in the castle, built grandparents’ apartment, and the outdoor
dome-facilities, planted the garden,
built the greenhouse, introduced
poultry + pigs. By now Dick and
Angel must be the rock-stars of the

The first ride in the Tower of Curiosities

region’s economy, beside attracting a slew of UK “me–to” restorers. So over one of the Chateau’s vintage beds hangs a widespread, vintage union jack.
continued on p.10
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“Escape to the Chateau,” continued
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Conclusion
Not everybody would like to own
a castle, in order to live a full, productive life in a historical setting, in
nature’s lap. Dick and Angel Strawbridge chose this lifestyle, having the
material resources and personal expertise for the challenge. They are

fulfilling themselves as creative entrepreneurs and parents, realizing
their hospitality business dream.
Having Angel’s parents for support,
that makes a complete family unit
as well. We are privileged to take in
their story. Dick and Angel each are

endowed with rare capabilities.
Their example inspire us in our
own lives. Looking at the wallpaper
with flowers (p.6), which she had
sowed and later picked with kids,
dried and arranged to create this
wall-art, Angel glows:”I’m happy!”

The UK “immigrants”–in awe of the Chateau

The first view from the inside out

The misty charm

Angel, the feisty city girl

Dick, the engingeer–country boy

Is this happening?

Her secret is love. She puts her
heart in her doing. And she is flexible. Dick wanted to make her into a
country girl: “That won’t happen.”
Yet, she bent and embraced the gardening and the machinery. Dick on
his part, listened to her suggestions
even when doubting, like buying the
Van d’vin–a huge success. She introduced the magic of creativity in
Dick’s life, as he helped structure
hers. They grew trusting each other,
suspending disbelief, but also calling
STOP, when all else failed. We can
enjoy their personal transformation
and perhaps, learn from it. We wish

Dick: “Try some rhubarb,” Arthur: “Uh, sour,” Dorothy: “I like it.”

them unlimited success and happiness. Life is rich and beautiful.

Let’s live it to our fullest.
Liberté–enchantée!

appendix p.11
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The storm–Chateau & Van d’vin

The garden in bloom
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The fall–Chateau & the Orangerie on the left

An early botany lesson

Chateau’s backside, floating dome on the left, glamp-dome behind it
Dick & Angel, what a journey
Chateau’s banner
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Born and educated in Zagreb, Croatia (a republic in the former Yugoslavia)
BA in English, Univ. of Zagreb: MA in German, Univ. of Munich/Germany
Fluid in Croatian, English and German. In 1970 emigrated to US, settled in Palo Alto, CA
Further studies in fine and commercial art, design & photography
– worked as a graphic artist in the Silicon Valley electronic firms
– developed her fine art talents in jewelry, masks, and painterly monoprints
– taught art at PA Adult School, primary PA & San Jose schools, workshops in PA
– exhibited her and her students’ work at Stanford University, Palo Alto Art Center, S.J. Museum of Art, etc.
Since high school, she wrote stories (in Croatian, later in German).
In 1993 war & the break-up of Yugoslavia drove her to write:
1993-1995– Once Upon Skates (OUS) fairy-tale/play-script for children, for 7-10y.o.
1995 – OUS > slide puppet-show performed in schools
2009 – OUS revised and published as an illustrated play-script; slideshow >video on YT and her website–
applebite.works (downloadable)
2010 – This Really Happened, vignettes of true animal stories – for 9-12y.o & adults. (videos on YT)
2004 –2008 taught art to the elderly, mounted 5 shows of their work, featured in PAWeekly in 2006 and
published elderly‘s quarterly Expressions for 3 years
2015 – published memoir Socialism v. Santa – reviewed by Kirkus Reviews.
2018 – final revision of Socialism v. Santa. Currently writing stories & 2. memoir – I’m Alive – in progress
2019 – ongoing, founded Seasoned Mind, a quarterly on-line magazine–zine, (3numbers) seasonedmind.org

Liberté–enchantée!

